
Helios Demo / Mini-Workshop
with Lisa ONeill
Questions: oneilldom@comcast.net

Goals of the workshop:
1. Learn the basics of piecing a slivered arc
2. Sew a slivered arc
3. Learn how to curved piece - no pins! 

What you will need:

Packed

Sewing machine in good working order; foot control and plug
Extension cord
A 1/4 inch piecing foot if you have one - if not you can use masking 
tape to mark the 1/4 inch seam allowance. I drive a Bernina and like 
the #57
Rotary cutter and mat (a 12x18 inch square is more than adequate); 
ruler - a 9 - 12 inch gridded ruler is fine.
Scissors: Fabric, paper, snips.
Thread: a basic sewing thread; and a topstitch thread for anchor 
appliquéing slivers.
Pen for fabric and paper
Freezer paper
Iron and ironing board.
Fabric per below: slivers cut to specifications; and, background fabric 
in the specified sizes which will be cut at class using templates



Fabric Needs:

Please: Do not purchase for this class - I’m sure you have what you need in your 
stash! We will be making a slivered arc to get to know the slivering technique. You will 
need fabric for your slivers and your arc background. Please use good quality quilting 
fabric - scraps welcome.

When picking fabric - think contrast - you want your slivers to stand out from the 
background fabric! Solid fabrics will give your project a very “modern quilt” appearance. 
I strongly encourage the use of solid fabric, or “reads solid” fabric, for your background.

Once you make one arc it is easy to keep stitching arcs, churning out a quilt top 
quickly!

Cutting Slivers - Please cut before arriving to class!

When cutting slivers, cut selvedge to selvedge, 45 inches across the width of the 
fabric. A little extra is always a good idea! Once your fabric is cut, press, wrong sides 
together, lengthwise.

Arc and Corners - Will be cut at class with template. Bring the fabric required for these 
pieces to class.

Packed Width Total Inches Cuts selvedge to selvedge
3” 60 inches Cut 2 strips, selvedge to selvedge*

Packed Template
A Large outer 

corner piece
Fabric piece, Minimum size 14” x 14”

B Arc Fabric piece, Minimum size 10” x 24”

C Inner semi-
circle piece

Farbic Piece, Minimum size 61/2” x 6 1/2”


